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ABSTRACT
• We decompose the returns of five well-known anomalies

into cash flow and discount rate news. Common patterns

emerge across the five factor portfolios and their mean

variance efficient (MVE) combination.

• Whereas discount rate news predominates in market returns,

systematic cash flow news drives the returns of anomaly

portfolios and their MVE combination with the market

portfolio.

• Anomaly cash flow and discount rate shocks are largely

uncorrelated with market cash flow and discount rate shocks

and with business cycle fluctuations.

• These rich empirical patterns restrict the joint dynamics of

firm cash flows and the pricing kernel, thereby informing

models of stocks’ expected returns.



Anomalies
Long-short 

portfolios

Risk-based

Behavioral

In this paper, we introduce an efficient empirical technique for

decomposing anomaly portfolio returns, as well as their MVE

combination, into cash flow (CF) and discount rate (DR) shocks

(news) as in Campbell(1991).

➢ the model of noise trader risk(De Long et al. (1990)) CFs are

constant

➢ the simplest form of the Capital Asset Pricing Model

(CAPM)expected returns DRs are constant

Our empirical work focuses on the annual returns of five well-

known anomalies—value, size, profitability, investment, and

momentum—from 1929 to 2017.



Novel findings
➢For all five anomalies, CF news explains most (64% to 80%)

of the variation in anomaly returns.

➢ The CF and DR components in anomaly returns exhibit only

weak correlations with the corresponding components in

market returns.

➢For most anomalies, CF and DR shocks are negatively

correlated.(excluding microcaps)

➢DR news is the primary source of anomaly returns,

➢ commonality in DRs(time-varying risk aversion,common

investor sentiment)

➢ anomaly CF news is strongly correlated with market CF news



In contrast, some theories of firm-specific biases in

information processing as well as theories of firm-specific

changes in risk are consistent with our three main findings.

(1)behavioral models in which investors overreact to news

about firms’ long-run CFs

(2)risk-based models in which firm risk increases after negative

news about long-run CFs

Cohen, Polk, and Vuolteenaho (2003,2010; hereafter CPV): CF

news is the main determinant of returns on the long-short

value-minus-growth portfolio

Vuolteenaho (2002; hereafter V02):CF news is the main

determinant of firm-level returns;DR news is the main

determinant of market-level returns



Innovation
• Unlike most prior work, we analyze the implications of our

firm-level estimates for priced (anomaly) factor portfolios to

investigate the fundamental drivers of these factors' returns.

• We analyze multiple anomalies along with the market and

most importantly the MVE portfolio, which enables us to

uncover robust patterns across anomalies and the MVE

portfolio.

• We focus on stock return predictability at the firm level and

analyze the sources of anomaly returns.



一、Theory
In this paper, we decompose returns to long-short anomaly

portfolios and their MVE combination into updates in expectations

of future CFs, CF news,and updates in expectations of future returns,

DR news.

The MVE combination of pricing factors is of interest as shocks to 

this portfolio's return are proportional to shocks to the SDF Mt



（1）The Return Decomposition

anomaly returns = value-weighted returns of stocks ranked in the highest

quintile of a given firm characteristic — the value-weighted returns of

stocks ranked in the lowest quintile.

anomaly CF news = the CF news for the top quintile portfolio — the CF

news for the bottom quintile portfolio

anomaly DR news = the DR news for the top quintile portfolio — the DR

news for the bottom quintile portfolio



(2)Relating the Decomposition to Anomalies

Theories of anomalies propose that investor beliefs and firm

CFs vary with firm characteristics.

value 

premium

behavioral

risk-based

The model of noise trader risk

De Long et al. (1990)

a model in which investors overextrapolate from

long sequences of past firm earnings when

forecasting future firm earnings.
Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998)

based on firms' dynamic investment decisions
Berk, Green, and Naik (1999) and Zhang (2005)

based on the duration of firms' CFs
Lettau and Wachter (2007)



（3）Relating the Decomposition to the SDF

Prior studies decompose market returns into CF and DR news.

They argue that the substantial variance of market DR news has

deep implications for the joint dynamics of investor preferences

and aggregate CFs in asset pricing models.

The modern consensus is that the MVE portfolio, and thus the

SDF, includes factors other than the market.

All models that feature a cross-section of stocks have

implications for the return decomposition of anomaly portfolios

and the MVE portfolio.



（4）The Empirical Model
To test these theories, one must analyze firm-level CF and DR news 

and then aggregate these shocks into anomaly portfolio news.

We assume that firm-level expected log returns are linear in observable 

variables (X)



To implement the return decompositions, we estimate two 

separate VAR(1)systems.



We extract CF shocks from the VARs by combining the present-value

equation (2) for returns and the VAR equations (7) and (9) for DR shocks



We analyze CF and DR shocks to five long-short anomaly

portfolios. Each of these portfolios takes long (short) positions

in the top (bottom) quintile of stocks sorted by one of the five

anomaly characteristics. We construct the CF and DR shocks

to the long and short portfolios by value-weighting the CF and

DR shocks to the firms in these portfolios.



II.Data
We estimate the CF and DR components of returns using data on 

publicly traded U.S. stocks from CRSP from 1926 through 2017.

Variables

lnRealRet =log名义股票收益—log通货膨胀

lnROE = ln(1 + ROE)

lnBM =log（book equity /market equity ）

lnProf =log（1+ profitability）

lnInv = five-year log asset growth

d5.lnME =the five-year change in log market equity

lnMom6 =six-month momentum variable based on each 

firm’s December-to-June return.





III.Baseline VAR Estimation
(1)Specification

➢ In our main specification, the CF shock is the residual from

the present value relation—for example, equation (11) for

the market-adjusted CF shock.

➢ The panel regressions allow us to estimate the long-run

dynamics of (market adjusted) log returns and log earnings

based on the short-run (one-year) properties of a broad

cross-section of firms.

➢ Our VAR specification differs from specifications in prior

studies, which could drive differences in our CF-DR

decomposition



(2) Panel Regressions

Since persistent predictors tend to dominate in the DR and CF formulas in

equations (9) and (11), we infer that BM, investment, and size are likely the most

important characteristics for explaining realized returns.



log BM is a primary determinant of long-run aggregate return

predictability.



IV.Decomposing Returns

（1）Firm Return Decomposition

The third column shows that negative covariance between DR and CF news

tends to amplify return variance.

Because market-adjusted CF news is more volatile than market DR news, CF

news accounts for the majority, 55%, of total firm return variance.

The only exception is the negative correlation between firm-level CF and DR

shocks, which differs from the positive correlation in V02.



（2）Anomaly Return Decompositions

First, We form anomaly portfolios using cross-sectional sorts

on value, size, profitability, investment, and momentum.

Then,we compute value-weighted averages of firm-level DR

and CF estimates to obtain portfolio-level DR and CF estimates.

When aggregating firm-level shocks to the portfolio level, only

correlated shocks to firms remain.

Thus, if CF shocks are largely uncorrelated but DR shocks are

highlycorrelated, the portfolio return variance decomposition can

be very different from the firm return variance decomposition.



CF news is the main determinant of returns for both MVE portfolios, particularly 

the anomalies-only MVE portfolio.



(Value) (Size)





（3）Correlations across Portfolios

nonmarket CF factors dominate CF news in this total MVE portfolio





no discernible

relationship



(4)Correlations with Aggregate Shocks

macroeconomic 

CF shocks

shocks to aggregate 

risk aversion or DRs



V. Robustness
(1)Testing VAR Assumptions

Here, we evaluate whether our short-run firm-level regressions accurately

predict short-run anomaly-level returns and most importantly long-run anomaly

returns, which form the basis of CF and DR shocks.

Thus, we conclude that the VAR does a decent job of capturing actual long-run 

expected returns and in turn CFs, since we impose the present value constraint.



(2)Reconciling Prior Empirical Findings
V02 and CPV find that the correlation between firm-level CF and DR 

news is positive, while we find that this correlation is negative.

To investigate how changes in sample selection, sample years, and

VAR specification affect CF and DR news, we replicate and update the

main findings inV02 and CPV.

（1） Microcaps

（2）Young firms

（3） Market and anomaly portfolio weights

（4）Return predictors

（5）Sample years

The last important result is that CF news always accounts for the

majority of firm- and anomaly-level return variance regardless of which

methodology or sample one uses.







(3)Overfitting and Misspecifying Expected Returns

Here, we consider two possible sources of misspecification in the

VAR: spurious return predictability and omitted predictors of

returns.

Internet Appendix Section VII shows that the use of data-mined

characteristics in our VAR framework biases estimates of DR

news variance upward.

Our findings indicate that CF shocks are the dominant component

of anomaly returns and that the correlation between DR and CF

shocks is negative. Without data mining of VAR characteristics,

these two conclusions would likely be even more pronounced.



VI. Interpreting the Results
(1) Most variation in firm and anomaly returns comes from

variation in CF news, which has significant commonality across

anomalies.

(2) Anomaly DR and CF shocks are not significantly correlated

with market DR and CF news or standard measures of

macroeconomic activity.

(3) Firm- and anomaly-level DR and CF news are negatively

correlated.(only if we exclude microcaps and only if CF shocks

satisfy the present-value relation)



VII. Conclusion
We provide new evidence on the sources of anomaly portfolio

returns by aggregating firm-level CF and DR news from a panel

VAR system, producing new insights into the components of

anomaly returns.The empirical patterns that we document also hold

broadly across individual long-short anomaly portfolios, thus

providing guidance for theories of individual anomalies.

Our empirical framework provides three new facts.


